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Big city models are
already benefitting from this “transformational” formula!

SPECIAL RELEASE:

supplements, fortifies, refreshes and advances the condition of your skin. Making your
skin healthier day by day. Improving the texture of your skin. Binding-in moisture.
Protecting against free-radical damage. Encourging new cell growth. And functioning as
an anti-oxidant.
The results of this compound are so breathtaking, so splendorous and so
overwhelming that . . .

. . . New York city talent/modeling agencies have advised their models to apply the
Brazilian Beauty Serum before going in front of the camera!

Famed anti-aging doctor develops
breakthrough formulation with help of
wonder herbs found in Amazonian rainforest

And now, for the first time, you can wear this same “miracle formula” on your skin,
because the Brazilian Beauty Serum is now available in America.
At this moment, please look through the information enclosed for you within this
package. It supports everything explained in this letter, and provides additional details
as well as numerous “before-after” photographs of real people whose faces were literally
transformed in mere seconds thanks to the Brazilian Beauty Serum.
Note:

The before/after photos enclosed are not retouched.

Your face becomes line-free, flawless...it’s unbelievable.

PLUS – the most powerful and ironclad written
satisfaction guarantee ever put on paper!

No makeup has been added!

Frankly speaking —— Dr. Vital has uplifted, resurrected, rebuilt and restored so many
lives in Brazil because of the Brazilian Beauty Serum that the people in the area simply
refer to the formula as the “Brazilian Magic” or the “Brazilian Turnaround.”

Read
this

These fortunate Brazilians have tried it, and they know it works. But you, as
yet, have not tried it, so there may be a doubting crumb in your mind. There
may be a suspicious thought. This is understandable. So let me be fair ——
let me be even more than fair. Let me be crazy-confident.

Go to the order form enclosed and read your CASH GUARANTEE. This is an ironclad
guarantee. It is legally binding. If you are not satisfied and convinced that the
Brazilian Beauty Serum is the finest formula you have ever placed on your skin, simply
return your partial or completely empty bottle to us. And then —— without any questions
asked, we will send you $100.00 cash!
You have no-risk whatsoever.
I don’t know you personally. But I’m sure that the care, the treatment and the
appearance of your skin is vital to you. And the care and appearance of your skin is also
relevant and important to Dr. Vital, who spent years researching the perfect blend of
ingredients. Experimenting. Working with a team of experts and willingly traversing the
jungles of the Amazonian rainforest, talking with local shamans and medicine people . . .
and bringing back a deep, complex secret of perfect skin.
She then created history. She developed a breakthrough. And she has handed to
the world the Brazilian Beauty Serum. It is every bit as special as we claim.
Please try this formula. It is a miracle, it is truly a miracle, and will make you
cry with delight. Let us prove it to you, right now!!
						In sincerity,

Penelope Bergmann

							

						Penelope Bergmann,
						U.S. Customer Coordinator

P.S. You can get this serum really quickly just by calling 1-800-000-0000.
Call right now, today —— and in just a few short days, you will have a forever-younger,
flawless appearance.

Brazilian Treatment
Smooths Skin In
30 Seconds!

Dear Friend of Beauty,

— Penelope Bergmann
U.S. Customer Coordinator

The beauty
breakthrough of
Brazil is now
available in the
United States!
Please note:
• No prescription needed
• 100% safe, no side effects
reported
• Doctor’s visit not required
• Works INSTANTLY
• Short-term and long-term
results guaranteed
• Not a filler
• Not a coverup
• No injections
• No needles or pain
• Does not burn skin
• Does not cause skin cells
to flake off or die
• Use with or without makeup
• 100% paraben free
• No harsh synthetic chemicals

rEAd THIS FiRsT

Today, you have received an extremely important
package of factual information about an astounding
skin breakthrough.
What you are about to learn is extraordinary,
100% true, and unprecedented in American skin care history.
Specifically, the information you are reading pertains to
a remarkable, doctor-developed age-defying formulation that
works in less than 30 seconds . . . and when applied to your
face, gives you an immediate and dramatic “facelift”
transformation.
It defies believability.

Yes!

You have never read anything like this before.
You have never seen anything like this before.
And you have never TRIED anything like this before.
Allow me to begin by explaining that many of the
ingredients which make up this compound were sourced from
deep within the Amazonian rainforest. Literally, from the
jungles of Brazil, where many of the world’s most powerful
natural remedies and medicinal therapies have been found
. . . and are still, today, only now being discovered by
human hands.

Nothing
This is the story of the BRAZILIAN BEAUTY SERUM,
and I cannot wait for you to try it.
like
I cannot wait for you to experience the most spectacular
this
and effective non-surgical beauty breakthrough of all time!
exists!
Hi.

My name is Penelope Bergmann, and it’s a pleasure

			

please go to the next page immediately...
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Just one application works miracles!

to write to you today as the U.S. Customer Coordinator on behalf of this miraculous compound.
Please, from this moment on —— do not commit a great disservice to yourself by
hurrying through these enclosures. They are fascinating. They are truthful.
And most important, they are applicable to the immediate, instantaneous youthful
transformation of your skin . . . and to your skin’s overall enhancement and health.
Both short and long-term.
Let me carefully explain everything to you. Let me fill in the pieces of this
spectacular, first-ever breakthrough. Let me tell you, firsthand, precisely what has happened.
How this face-sculpting formula was created. The extraordinary ‘turn-around makeover’ that
awaits you, and that will change your life and will impress you beyond words.
A famous medical doctor succeeded in creating the “Cosmetic Triumph Of Our Time!”

In a nutshell:
This brilliant doctor has developed a specialized skin formulation that is so advanced
and so transformational, you will never have to worry about your appearance again!!
When you apply this serum, no matter the current condition or look of your skin, YOU
are going to witness in your very own mirror, the unfolding of an instantaneous, spontaneous
miracle. Yes, in less than 30 brief seconds, you are going to see the appearance of wrinkles
and age lines magically disappear from your face. You are going to watch stubborn creases
and puffiness and sags and skin blotches literally vanish.
You are going to visualize the gorgeous materialization of perfect skin.
Flawless skin. Firm and soft. Baby-smooth. Supple. Dewy. Evenly-finished.
Satiny. Radiant. Glowing. YOUR SKIN!

Amazing instant results!

And all of this is going to happen in less than 30 seconds . . . guaranteed!
Without drugs. Without a prescription. Without a scapel or a syringe.
This is not Botox®. You are not injecting any filler into your skin!
The “answer” is one of nature. Indeed —— you can thank the fertile Amazonian
rainforest and a doctor’s steadfast research, her unrelenting perseverance.
Dr. Odilza Vital, M.D. is a scientist, a medical adventurer and a modern-day miracle
worker. Not only that —— in her native Brazil, Dr. Vital is hailed as a preeminent heroine
of beautification across a country of the most stunningly ‘ageless’ and perfect-skinned
people in the world.
In her professional capacity, Dr. Vital is an ingenious mainstream physician and an
ardent practitioner of progressive, cutting-edge alternative therapies. Dr. Vital’s renowned
credentials read like a who’s who of professional societies and scientific associations . . .
and she is globally recognized for her revolutionary work in the fields of skin beauty and
anti-aging.
Tireless effort . . . dogged determination . . . a biochemical mastermind. This is the
resumé of Dr. Vital, and when she and her colleagues made their way back from the denseness
of the Brazilian rainforest, they had something else even more precious and valuable . . .
. . . A rich and potent source of wonder herbs and a working formulation that would
rock the cosmetological industry to its very core. They were inspired to create a
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‘breakthrough of breakthroughs.’

A skin miracle.

A compound like no other.

The BRAZILIAN BEAUTY SERUM!!
One application of the Brazilian Beauty Serum will convince you that this luxurious
liquid you have just lusciously placed on your face is not available in any store, in any
doctor’s office, in any high-end retailer’s cosmetic department, and certainly not in any
swanky Beverly Hills salon.
No, absolutely.

This compound is different, better, priceless, unprecedented.

46 nutrients and botanicals have gone into the composition of this one amazing topical
serum. 46 UNIQUE CONSTITUENTS. Working synergistically, together, complementing one another
biochemically and providing a collective therapeutic facial transformation that completely
rejuvenates, tones, firms, smooths, refreshes, conditions and sculpts your skin into the
most stunning picture of youthful, ageless radiant beauty you have ever seen!

In less than 30 seconds, you will look 10-15-20 years younger (guaranteed), as you give yourself an
indescribable treatment that rivals Hollywood’s most skillful, expensive cosmetic surgeries.
But no cutting, no pain, no bandages . . . and no convalescence!
The Brazilian Beauty Serum works instantly. You merely apply a very thin, light coating of this ultra-rich, luxurious serum to your skin . . . you simply massage onto your face
and neck using long, circular strokes. The formula penetrates on contact, dries rapidly and
invisibly —— and is 100% safe and effective for ALL SKIN TYPES.

Safe — not a drug!

Here is what will happen:
Within seconds, you will radiate an effervescent, glowing allure, and you will quickly
become —— AT ONCE —— the gorgeous envy of the neighborhood and the coveted centerfold
of that special someone’s desires and captivations. (Yes, your face will look
that electrifyingly beautiful. It is magical. It is a miracle.)

The Brazilian Beauty Serum is not a makeup. It is not a coverup. Not a worthless
skin ‘plumper” or a cakey camouflage. This formulation is a doctor-researched and a doctordeveloped preparation. It is not a dangerous filler and it will not burn or damage your skin.
Please . . .
Do not confuse the Brazilian Beauty Serum with old-fashioned, cheap, pore-clogging,
temporary anti-wrinkle ointments of yesteryear. PLEASE!! On the contrary, this compound is
so technologically advanced and so precisely nutriceutically engineered (including utilizing
the latest plant stem cell biochemistry) that it actually administers a whole new level of
deep skin rejuvenation and treatment with each and every application. (And it works non-stop
keeping your face unbelievably flawless and perfectly “line-free” throughout the entire day.)
This is GUARANTEED.

This is unconditionally promised.

The Brazilian Beauty Serum is, in fact, a WORLD-CLASS BREAKTHROUGH. It is a
breakthrough not because you can wear your favorite moisturizer or your makeup over it
(which of course you can, if you desire!). It is a breakthrough not because it nourishes,
lubricates, enriches, firms, smooths, minimizes and rejuvenates your face instantly with
each and every application (which is does!) . . .
. . . The Brazilian Beauty Serum is a breakthrough . . . because, simultaneous to the
FACE-SMOOTHING MIRACLE that takes place right before your very eyes —— it continuously
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